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2006-2007, Chevrolet Z06 Corvette aft-cat system

7006Z-5

FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CALL TOLL-FREE (866) 782-3283
2900 East La Jolla    Anaheim, CA    92806

Installation instructions:
1.) Raise and support vehicle.
2.) Lubricate factory hangers/clamps retaining stock system with penetrating oil.
3.) Using a 10mm wrench, remove fasteners retaining rear factory hangers to vehicle frame.
4.) Using an assistant to support the mufflers and cut mufflers from the stock over-axle pipes with a reciprocating saw

and remove from vehicle.
5.) Loosen stock band clamps, which attach over-axle pipes to forward exhaust pipes; remove over-axle pipes from

forward exhaust system and vehicle.
6.) Remove fasteners, which attach spring hangers to stock exhaust pipes at mid-point of vehicle.
7.) Remove fasteners, which attach stock exhaust pipes flanges to outlets of converter pipes and remove exhaust pipes

from vehicle.
8.) Using two supplied clamps over inlets of “X” muffler and insert inlet pipes into inlets. Do not tighten clamps fully.
9.) Position two supplied clamps on muffler outlet pipes and feed pipes over transaxle. Insert slip-connectors on inlets of

pipes of muffler outlets and connect spring hangers to brackets welded to top of pipes near muffler. Do not fully
tighten clamps at this time.

10.) Position two supplied clamps over slip-connectors of tip inlet pipes (pipes with two bends) and install pipes onto
over-axle pipes.

11.) Transfer rear muffler hangers from stock mufflers to supplied tips and install tips onto inlet pipes with supplied
clamps. Tips are left and right specific; longer rods on tips are to be positioned towards the outside of vehicle.

       13.) Align system starting from the rear and tighten all clamps and fasteners. Final tip alignment is accomplished by
                rotating both the tips AND the tip inlet pipes where they connect to the over-axle pipes.

Note: anti-seize
should be applied

to all fastener
threads, pipe slip
joints and mating

surfaces of
ball /socket
connections.

                       Parts List and Description Hardware List
(A)   PN 7006Z5MI - muffler inlet pipes (2)    (8) 3” heavy-duty clamps
(B)   PN 7006Z5XM - center mount “X” muffler (1) anti-seize compound
(C)   PN 7006Z5TPA - driver side over-axle pipe (has 3 bends)
(D)   PN 7006Z5TPB - passenger side over-axle pipe (has 4 bends)
(E)   PN 7006Z5TPC - driver side tip-inlet pipe
(F)   PN 7006Z5TPD - passenger side tip inlet pipe
(G)   PN 7006Z5LT - driver side tip
(H)   PN 7006Z5RT - passenger side tip


